
Week Objectives Theme/Content Pronunciation/Literacy

Week 1 Students will: 
-develop phonemic 
awareness: sound 
discernment
-be able to apply 
phonetic strategies to 
decipher word 
pronunciation
-be able to use 
classroom vocabulary
-be able to introduce 
themselves and their 
interests

Classroom vocabulary
-objects
-actions
Grammar
-review present 
simple
-review past simple
Questions
-review question 
words
Numbers 
Introductions
-name
-nationality
-age
-interests
-major 
(poster or 
composition)

Phonemics
-practice identifying first 
sound (letter) in rhyming 
words
-minimal pairs
Phonics
-alphabet
-what sound is different
3 letter word spelling 
test
Make note of past 
simple suffix

Week 2 Students will:
-be able to apply 
phonetic strategies to 
decipher word 
pronunciation
-be able to look up 
unfamiliar vocabulary 
in a dictionary
-practice culturally 
appropriate (polite) 
ways of asking 
questions
-be able to scan 
quickly for specific 
info (use intro 
posters/compositions)

Cross-cultural 
communication
-greetings and small 
talk
-communicate with 
people from different 
cultures
-how animals 
communicate
Grammar 
-present perfect

Phonics
-long vowel rule 
Dictionary
-find word for every 
letter of alphabet
Index cards
-beat the clock spelling 
practice
Scanning
-scavenger hunt reading 
each others' posters/
compositions)



Week 3 students will:
-be able to break up 
thought groups/
chunks
-practice identifying 
the key word in a 
word group
-practice stressing the 
peak syllable in a 
thought group
-be able to listen for 
specific information
-practice writing key 
information from 
sources using tables

Family tree
-family vocab
-review possessives
present simple versus 
present continuous:
-adverbs of frequency
-(habits vs. now): ex. my 
mother always does the 
cooking, right now I 
think she is cooking in 
the kitchen.
Comparatives/
superlatives:
-adjectives 
-make comparisons 
(physical and personal 
characteristics)
Rooms/Furniture
-compare two homes-
graphic organizer for 
comparison
-students compare 
their homes to 
extreme homes

Syllable practice
-vowel rule 
(#vowels=#syllables)
-count syllables for 
common words
-strong syllables
-strong and weak 
vowels
-sentence stress 
Make note of 
comparison suffixes
vocab house (begin with 
rooms of house, add 
furniture, add 
adjectives, etc)

Week 4 Students will:
-be able to highlight 
key words and ideas
-be able to determine 
the importance of 
information provided 
in a text
-practice rephrasing 
what they have read 
in their own words
-be able to identify 
nouns and adjectives 
based on common 
suffixes
-be able to identify the 
meaning of adjective 
suffixes 

Cities 
-compare living in 
cities to living in 
villages
Directions
Grammar
-future: will
Reading on traditional 
living
-highlight
-rank importance
-practice rephrasing

Dissecting compound 
words
Adjectives
-Changing nouns into 
adjectives
-changing adjective 
forms (comparatives 
and superlatives)
-spelling rule for 
dropping final e
Stress/Intonation



Week 5 Students will:
-be able to skim for 
gist
-be able to brainstorm 
ideas (word maps)
-be able to outline 
ideas
-be able to write 
descriptive (fact-
based) paragraphs 
(essays)
-be able to identify the 
meaning of common 
prefixes and apply 
this to vocabulary

Grammar
-indefinite pronouns
-participial adjectives
-discuss family 
members' jobs
-write descriptive 
paragraph/essay 
about their home and 
family members who 
live there
-skim for gist reading 
about my home/family 
in Canada, then take 
apart structure 
(reconstruct outline of 
ideas)

Adding prefixes to 
various adjectives to 
change meaning
Word Webs

Week 6 students will:
-be able to distinguish 
between fact and 
opinion
-practice filling in 
outlines of key 
information in texts 
(with an argument)

-facts vs. opinions -
use common 
stereotypes
-brainstorm and write 
descriptive paragraph 
as a class
-write descriptive 
paragraphs (no 
opinion only facts), in 
groups
-read opinion pieces 
and fill in outlines
-write opinion piece  
using structure 
provided (fill in 
blanks)
Grammar
-real conditionals (in 
the future)
-adverbs (ly)
-quantifiers



Week 7 Students will 
-be able to brainstorm 
ideas (word maps, 
lists)
-be able to take a 
stance (position)
-be able to write a 
topic sentence (first 
practice identifying 
them)
-be able to outline 
ideas
-be able to formulate 
claims in favour of 
their stance

Grammar
-passive voice
-practice writing topic 
sentences 
-brainstorm info about 
environment topic in 
general (in groups 
then as a class)
-write topic sentence 
for essay/paragraph 
about environment 
topic
-Create outline for 
essay based on 
stance about 
environment topic in 
groups then create 
class outline
-read more in groups 
about environment 
topic
-add more info to 
class outline 
-write class essay



Week 8 Students will:
-be able to structure 
ideas (main idea, 
order, transitions): 
drafting/writing
-be able to write 
concluding sentences
-be able to employ 
connectives/transition 
words (first, next, 
finally, etc)
-be able to use 
evidence to support 
their claims
-be able to integrate 
information provided 
by experts with their 
own opinions
-be able to quote 
ideas taken from texts
-be able to reference

Grammar
-transition words
-Discuss students' 
opinions regarding 
environment topic in 
form of class debate 
(students assigned to 
one side or other)
-Write opinion piece 
about environment 
topic (choose a 
position, fill in blanks 
for stance and 
evidence)

Week 9 Students will:
-practice writing one 
sentence summaries 
of paragraphs as they 
are reading
-Students will be able 
to use a shift in stress 
and intonation to 
change the meaning 
of an utterance

Grammar
-Past continuous v.
Past simple
Markets around the 
world
Write stories about 
visiting the market 
(using past simple 
and past continuous)



Week 10 students will:
-be able to use the 
structure of the text to 
provide context and 
facilitate searching for 
information 
(newspapers)

newspaper structures
-sort/order text by 
categories of the 
newspaper
-organize text itself 
(paragraphs out of 
order)
-work on a class 
newspaper of events 
in Soran (students 
assigned sections in 
groups)
Grammar:
-reported speech

Week 11 students will:
-practice summaries 
using key vocab (pre-
reading, and after 
reading)
-be able to combine 
sentences (use and, 
but, so, because)

-reading about one 
current event from 
different perspectives
-find and summarize 
news paper article for 
class (10 students 
present their 
summaries at the 
beginning of each 
class throughout the 
next week: replaces 
quiz)
Grammar:
-conjunctions
-present perfect v. 
Past simple
-extra practice pp. 66 
preint workbook

Week 12 Students will:
-be able to listen then 
repeat back/rephrase/
summarize what they 
have heard to check 
understanding
-be able to make and 
adjust predictions 
about texts based on 
cues (title, structure, 
introduction, pictures, 
graphs etc

Grammar:
-Going to
-Present continuous 
future
Sporting events 
(news paper articles, 
tv clips)
-making predictions



Week 13 Students will:
-be able to use 
questioning to gain a 
deeper understanding 
of the texts they are 
reading

Grammar:
-Modals: might, may, 
will, probably

Week 14 Students will:
-be able to infer the 
meaning of new 
vocabulary words 
based on context

Vocabulary role plays
-class divided into 
groups
-vocabulary given to 
groups: they must select 
a specific number of 
words to create a skit
-15-20 at the end of 
class to create script
-each group will perform 
next class
-other groups listen and 
circle new vocabulary 
used
-groups responsible for 
knowing def of all words 
on their list (will be 
quizzed)
-the first skit to be 
prepared at the end of 
week 13
-I will provide a theme 
for each skit (to guide 
learners a bit)
Grammar
-Modals: must/have to/
should (obligation, 
necessity, 
suggestions)


